We describe a technique to reorganize topologies of Steiner trees by exchanging neighbors of adjacent Steiner points. We explain how to use the systematic way of building trees, and therefore topologies, to find the correct topology after nodes have been exchanged. Topology reorganizations can be inserted into the enumeration scheme commonly used by exact algorithms for the Euclidean Steiner tree problem in d-space, providing a method of improvement different than the usual approaches. As an example, we show how topology reorganizations can be used to dynamically change the exploration of the usual branch-and-bound tree when two Steiner points collide during the optimization process. We also turn our attention to the erroneous use of a pre-optimization lower bound in the original algorithm and give an example to confirm its usage is incorrect. In order to provide numerical results on correct solutions, we use planar equilateral points to quickly compute this lower bound, even in dimensions higher than two. Finally, we describe planar twin trees, identical trees yielded by different topologies, whose generalization to higher dimensions could open a new way of building Steiner trees.
Introduction
The Euclidean Steiner tree problem in R d is an NP-hard optimization problem [5] that can be defined as follows: given a set of points in R d , find the shortest tree (in terms of Euclidean length) that connects this set of points, using some additional points to construct the tree if necessary. For consistency, we refer to the original points as regular points, even though they are often referred to as terminal nodes or terminal points. The additional nodes of the tree are called Steiner points. The solution to this problem is called a Steiner minimal tree.
If a Steiner tree is defined as a tree with N regular points to which we can add K Steiner points, some of its well-known and useful properties [6] are:
• Every angle between incident edges must be greater than or equal to 120
• .
• Every vertex has a degree between 1 and 3, with the special case of the Steiner points which have three neighbors. Therefore, the edges incident to a Steiner point form angles of 120
• The number K of Steiner points is at most N − 2.
Readers may refer to [7] to obtain more information about this problem, its properties and generalizations. Figure 1 shows the Steiner minimal tree for the set of black regular points. The white points are the Steiner points. Here, N = 10 and K = 4. Smith [9] described a branch-and-bound algorithm for the Euclidean Steiner tree problem in d-space. His algorithm relies mainly on two points: a specific enumeration scheme for all full Steiner topologies, and an effective optimization to find the minimum length of a Steiner tree. We refer to the combinatorial structure of a Steiner tree as its topology, that is, how the points are connected to each other. A full topology is a topology with the maximum of N − 2 Steiner points. If certain edges have shrunk so as to have zero length (for example, if a Steiner point is in the same position as a regular point), we say that the topology is degenerate. Because the positions of the regular points are fixed, the whole problem can be thought of as finding the topology that generates the Steiner minimal tree, and the position of the Steiner points that minimize the length of that tree.
We recall that branch-and-bound algorithms are a useful paradigm for combinatorial optimization problems (and others) that consists of a systematic enumeration of candidate solutions, those candidates forming a rooted tree. The algorithm explores branches of the tree, first checking the candidate branch solutions against a bound of the optimal solution. If the candidate solution is worse than the bound, this branch is cut from the tree.
For our problem, nodes in the branch-and-bound tree correspond to full topologies, and each child is created by a merging process of a new regular point with one edge of the current Steiner tree. This process consists of deleting the selected edge and joining its two extremities and the regular point we want to add to a new Steiner point. Each merging process therefore adds two edges and one Steiner point to the current Steiner tree. This operation will be explained in more details in section 2.2. The root of the branch-and-bound tree is the unique full topology for three regular points, meaning the three are connected to one Steiner point. An immediate result is that the number of full topologies for N regular points, that is, the number of nodes on the level (N − 2) of the branch and bound tree, is 1 × 3 × 5 × ... × (2N − 5). Therefore, one of the main challenges of this algorithm is to efficiently prune the branch-and-bound tree to minimize the number of explored topologies. Figure 2 shows how the topologies are organized in the branch-and-bound tree. The Steiner minimal tree is one of the leaves, so the length of any leaf gives an upper bound on its size. Note that adding one point to a Steiner tree (going down one level in the branch-and-bound tree) cannot decrease its length. In the extreme case, if the new regular point is exactly on the edge we are merging, the length will stay the same. In any case, it cannot decrease. Therefore, any upper bound for the Steiner minimal tree is also a bound for the other Steiner trees. It then seems logical that, if we can find better upper bounds faster, we can prune the branch-and-bound tree more.
A few papers proposed improvements to Smith's algorithm. In [2] , the authors used a conic formulation for the problem of locating the Steiner points in order to compute rigorous lower bounds, allowing a strong branching strategy. The substantial gain in pruned nodes was however compensated by the time require Figure 2: Branch-and-bound tree. The root is the unique tree with the first three regular points. The number of children of any node is equal to the number of edges in the Steiner tree corresponding to that node. Here, we have three Steiner trees with four regular points, created by merging e 1 , e 2 and e 3 , from left to right, as well as one fathered by the second topology with four points, by merging with e 5 . Note that two of the trees look alike. This is due to two Steiner points located in the same position, we cannot see e 5 because it is joining them.
to compute the heavy procedure. Laarhoven and Anstreicher [10] presentend geometric conditions to create a fathoming criterion not based on lower bounds. In [4] , the authors proposed improvements to Smith's algorithm and a new branch enumeration algorithm in a sense close to the approach used by GeoSteiner, the powerful solver for planar problems. An overview of exact algorithms in d-space is given in [3] . The three common approaches to improve Smith's algorithm are the choice of a better fathoming criterion, to decide the order in which regular nodes are inserted, and the computation of the optimization process.
In this paper, we present a method to reorganize topologies by exchanging neighbors of adjacent Steiner points. This idea may at first glance seem unrelated to the points discussed in the previous paragraph. However, we describe a way to incorporate it into any algorithm cited above since it can be used to improve the enumeration scheme during the optimization process, a strategy that the authors have not yet seen in the literature. Considering that the current algorithms are based on Smith's, we will give some computational results that show that using topology reorganizations in the original algorithm does reduce the number of topologies explored as well as the execution time. However, Smith made an error in the program he published whereby the error figure for a tree is used as a pre-optimization pruning method. Although it is already known that erroneous fathoming can occur in the original algorithm, we will give in appendix A an example to illustrate how the use of the error figure can lead to incorrect solutions. Since this paper mainly focuses on relation between topologies, we will simply correct Smith's use of lower bound before the optimization process by using the idea of toroidal image [8] . Toroidal images use the set of equilateral points of two regular points to create the lower bound. This set becomes more complicated as we extend to higher dimensions, but in section 3 we will use planar equilateral points to compute a lower bound quickly, and we refer the reader to the papers cited above for more rigorous lower bounds.
In section 4, we will see in what measure topology reorganizations can improve the original enumeration scheme. The results indicate that it is always worth using topology reorganizations during the computation of the optimization process of the original algorithm.
If topologies T 1 , ..., T m are generated from a topology T , we call T 1 , ..., T m the child topologies of the parent topology T . Note that a node in the branch-and-bound tree refers to a unique topology. Hence, both node and topology describe the same Steiner tree, and we will therefore use the two terms interchangeably in this paper. However, a unique topology does not necessarily refer to a unique Steiner tree. In section 5, we will discuss what we call twin trees, when two or more topologies lead to the same Steiner tree.
2 A dynamic enumeration scheme
The basic idea
As briefly described in the previous section, the creation of a Steiner tree is a step-by-step process starting from the unique tree with three regular points. At each step, one edge is selected to be deleted and its extremities are linked to a new Steiner point, which is itself linked to the next regular point. Following this method of building Steiner trees, we can express a topology as the list of edges that have been removed to introduce the Steiner points. Definition 2.1. A topology is defined as T = (t 1 , ..., t j ), j ≤ N − 3 with t i being the index of the edge that has been deleted to introduce the i-th Steiner point S i .
Note that S 0 , the Steiner point introduced for the unique root topology with three regular points, does not need to be indicated in a topology. In the case of figure 2, the topologies represented by the trees with four regular points are, from left to right, (1), (2), (3) and the one with five points is (2, 5) .
A useful observation, already made by Smith, is that adding a new point to a Steiner tree by this process cannot decrease the length of the tree. Therefore, a good approach is to explore shorter topologies first, in the initial stages of the search, because they have a better chance of leading to shorter children, eventually providing an upper bound of higher quality (leaf of the branch-and-bound tree). Such a descent to the first upper bound is however a simplistic one, as one can use an initial bound (other than ∞) to increase the number of nodes fathomed. Once the upper bound is found, we want to grow partial solutions in such a way as they are likely to be pruned as quickly as possible (see for example [4] for more details on these two points). The enumeration scheme proposed by Smith is described by algorithm 1.
He proved the following theorem for his optimization process for locating the Steiner points for a given topology: Theorem 2.2 (Smith, [9] ). From all initial choices of Steiner point coordinates, except for a set of measure zero, the iteration converges to the unique optimum Steiner point coordinates that minimize the total tree length. This convergence happens in such a way that the sequence of tree lengths is monotonically decreasing.
In other words, the optimization process is a succession of generally convergent iterations to find the optimum coordinates of the Steiner points. One iteration consists of simultaneous updates of the current positions of all the Steiner points. Each of these points takes the position of the optimum Steiner point of its three neighbors. During this process, it often happens that two Steiner points reach the same position, or become close enough to effectively have the same position. We say that these points collide. An example of this situation can be seen in topologies (1) and (3) in figure 2 . This is where topology reorganizations, as described in the following section, can become useful. This idea comes from Chapeau-Blondeau, Janez, and Ferrier [1] , who presented a relaxation scheme to locally optimize the length of a given Steiner tree, starting from the minimal spanning tree. In that scheme, there is a possibility of reorganizing the connections between two neighboring Steiner points. We are looking after an exact algorithm so we apply their idea of an interaction process in the enumeration scheme. When a collision happens, we potentially operate a topology reorganization to dynamically jump to another, hopefully better, branch of the branch-and-bound tree.
Let us consider two Steiner points S and S ′ with respective neighbors {A, B, S ′ } and {C, D, S}. If, at any time during the optimization process, S ′ comes within a small enough collision distance of S, S ′ considers the eventuality of exchanging one neighbor with S. There are only three possibilities to consider for the new neighborhood of S ′ : {A, D, S}, {B, D, S ′ } and the current one {C, D, S}, the other ones being permutations of these. For computational reasons that will be explained in the following, the choice of the neighbors to exchange is important. Figure 3 shows an example of the possible reorganizations when S and S ′ collide. Note that it was proved in [6, paragraph 8.4 ] that the distance between two Steiner points must be at least (
, where L 0 is the length of the shortest edge joining these two points to one of their other neighbor. However, we did not investigate if using this fact was computationally better than directly specifying a collision distance that we consider small enough to say that the two Steiner points collide.
Algorithm 1 Smith's enumeration scheme [9] Input: Set of regular points.
Step 0 p ← root node, N = 3
Compute the Steiner tree of all the child topologies of the current node p.
4:
(if minimal length of a child tree > l, eliminate its subtree.) # Step 2 Go one level down:
if all children are eliminated then
6:
Goto
Step 3 7:
if the child nodes are not leaves then
9:
Order the child topologies.
10:
else 12:
for all child topologies p do
13:
if minimal length of p < l then Backtrack to one level higher (Goto Step 3).
23: else

24:
p ← smallest parent topology not yet explored 25:
Goto Step 1
Output: Steiner minimal tree S for the input set. 
Topology reorganization
Exchanging two neighbors of two adjacent Steiner points is simple, but it is not enough. If we want to use reorganizations in the exploration of the branch-and-bound tree, that is during the enumeration all the (full) topologies, we need to know which topology the reorganized structure corresponds to, or we may explore it and its descendants several times. The original algorithm proposed by Smith used a stack to manage the child topologies and explore them in order. That way, there was no need to implement a proper tree structure to explore the branch-and-bound tree. However, we are now jumping from one node to others of same depth. Such a data structure would consequently ask a lot of resources to be managed, resources that would strongly impact the speed of the computation. We therefore made the choice to implement a tree structure to more easily manage which topologies we already optimized, explored, or pruned. The exploration of such a structure naturally calls for a recursive algorithm equipped with control instructions to avoid doing the same work several times.
From now on, we describe how to find the topology corresponding to a reorganized tree. In the following, R Si denotes the regular point introduced with S i . To understand the whole process, it helps to draw a Steiner tree schematically, with straight lines, by placing S i on the edge t i , and R Si on an edge perpendicular to this one, such as in figures 4 and 5. Let us define the global index of a Steiner point S i by i ′ = N + i. The global index of a regular point is simply its position in the list of regular points. If we describe figure 5a with this notation, by supposing that N = 9, the global index of S 1 is 10, that of S 3 is 12. R S1 = 3, R S2 = 4. Actually, we have R Si = i + 2, for all i = 1, 2, ..., N − 2 (again, we ignore S 0 and the regular points of global indexes 0, 1, 2). In the following, we note the global index of a point P by g(P ).
The first step is to understand the systematic way trees are built. Following Smith's procedure on topology T = (t 1 , ..., t k ), we apply the following construction rules. When the edge of index t i with extremities P 1 and P 2 , such that g(P 1 ) < g(P 2 ), is split
• P 1 is linked to S i by an edge of index t i , (a) The root topology.
(b) Topology (3). g(2) < g(S0) so e3 = et 1 now links 2 to S1.
(c) Topology (3, 5) . g(S0) < g(S1) so e5 = et 2 now links S0 to S2. • P 2 is joined to S i by an edge of index 2 * i + 3, and
• R Si is linked to S i by an edge of index 2 * i + 2. Figure 4 shows the process of building topology (3, 5) .
Suppose S i and S h , with i > h, come to the same position. To keep the systematic way of enumerating the topologies, it is important that S i exchange the node that is not R Si . Exchanging neighbors actually corresponds to moving S i and the path linking it to R Si from its current position to the edge joining S h and its neighbor.
When we insert a Steiner point S i in the neighborhood of another Steiner point S ′ , there are obviously three possibilities, one for each edge incident to S ′ . Therefore, when S i collides with S h , the possible new values of t i in the reorganizations are the indexes of the two other edges incident to S h when S i was inserted. Algorithmically speaking, we create a table as follows: let P 1 and P 2 be the extremities of the edge we delete to add the Steiner point S i . If P 1 is a Steiner point, then we create a triplet {P 1 , e 1 , e 2 } for S i , e 1 and e 2 being the indexes of the two edges adjacent to P 1 that are not joining it to S i (see figure 5b) . We do the same for P 2 if it is a Steiner point. Each insertion of a Steiner point therefore generates one or two triplets. Note that since we build trees by inserting Steiner points one by one, P 1 and P 2 necessarily have Steiner-index lower than i. When a reorganization occurs between Steiner points S h and S i , we examine the point with the bigger index, say S i , and identify the triplet starting with the other one, say P 1 = S h . The new t i is then e 1 or e 2 , according to which neighbor S h exchanges.
Changing the position of one Steiner point may have an impact on the Steiner points inserted after it. We therefore need to "propagate" this change.
On S i 's side (the path S i − P 2 ), additional changes occur only if g(P 1 ) < g(P 2 ). By the rules of construction defined earlier, if g(P 2 ) < g(P 1), when S i is inserted, t i is the index of the edge between S i and P 2 , let us call it e. If we insert S k , with k > i, between S i and P 2 , t k = t i = e is the index of the edge between S k and P 2 (because g(P 2 ) < g(S i )). The indexes of the edges between S i and P 2 after the insertion of S k do not depend on S i anymore. Now, suppose that S i was not inserted between P 1 and P 2 , S k is still inserted at t k = e, and Steiner points inserted after that, again, do not depend on S i . Therefore, no changes are needed for the Steiner points between S i and P 2 .
If g(P 1 ) < g(P 2 ), e is now between S i and P 1 so when S k is inserted between S i and P 2 , t k = e. If S i is not inserted however, t k = e so S k and every Steiner point between S i and P 2 inserted after it may be impacted by the disappearance of S i .
The Steiner point S 5 of figure 5 illustrates that point. If S 4 is not inserted between S 1 and S 3 in figure 5a, to have S 5 as its current position in figure 5c (between S 1 and S 3 ), it is clear that t 5 must be equal to 9.
On S h 's side, for similar reasons, changes occur to every Steiner point on the path between S h and the first node with global index less than that of S i in the direction of the exchanged (a) The topology (3, 5, 3) . Inserting S4 will create the topology Tp = (3, 5, 3, 9).
(b) When S4 is inserted, it is assigned the triplets {S1, 7, 4} and {S3, 3, 8}.
(c) The topology T = (3, 5, 3, 9, 11, 7, 7), descendant of Tp. If S4 and S1 collide, exchanging S5 for S7 corresponds to the topology Ta = (3, 5, 3, 7, 9, 11, 15). Exchanging it for 3 leads to T b = (3, 5, 3, 4, 9, 7, 7). neighbor. Here, following the direction of the neighbor means following the main path, the one that does not bifurcate to any R S k , k = 1, ..., N − 2. Note that on S i 's side, we know that we need to stop when P 2 is reached (if it exists) but on S h 's side, we do not know a priori the index of the last point of the path we need to analyze. Let Q be this point.
The method is then the following:
• For each Steiner point S j on the path S i − P 2 :
1. if there is no Steiner point with a smaller index on S i 's side, t j = index of the edge between S i and S h , 2. otherwise, if there is no Steiner point with a smaller index on P 2 's side, t j = 2 * k + 3, where k is the index of the smallest Steiner point bigger than P 2 between S i and S j .
• For each Steiner point S j on the path S h − Q:
1. if there is no Steiner point with a smaller index on Q's side, t j = 2 * i + 3, 2. otherwise, if there is no Steiner point with a smaller index on S h 's side, t j = 2 * k + 3, where k is the index of the smallest Steiner point bigger than S h between Q and S j This process, coupled with the fact the we do not know Q a priori motivates, again, a recursive algorithm. Following this method, if S 4 collides with S 1 during the optimization process of the tree described by topology T = (3, 5, 3, 9, 11, 7, 7) (figure 5c), the reorganizations are T a = (3, 5, 3, 7, 9, 11, 15) by exchanging S 7 and T b = (3, 5, 3, 4, 9, 7, 7) by exchanging 3. Note that t 4 is replaced either by 7 or 4, as explained above and seen in figure 5b.
Once we know which topologies may result from reorganization, we must determine whether or not to reorganize and, if so, in which order we will explore the topologies. Therefore, we define an interaction criterion. This criterion could be based on a lower bound of the potential trees, their minimum length after complete optimization, the resultant of the surface tension forces exerted on the colliding Steiner point, or anything that one finds suitable. Depending on this criterion, we can then choose which topology should be explored first. If the best topology is the current one, there is no need to change the exploration, but if at least one reorganization is better, we can "jump" to it in the branch-and-bound tree. We can then continue from this topology (eventually examining other reorganizations on the way), and when we have finished exploring all its descendants, we can continue the exploration of the topology we were at first or jump to the second one if it is a better candidate.
In this way, we obviously explore or prune all nodes of the branch-and-bound tree, and numerical results will show that we do so faster when using topology reorganizations compare to the original algorithm. Algorithm 2 describes a recursive algorithm for an enumeration scheme equipped with reorganizations. This algorithm satisfies three important conditions:
• It terminates.
• Every node is explored or cut.
• No node is explored more than once.
We do not operate any reorganizations on the last level, because we wish to reach leaves by going through topologies that tend to give shorter trees. Even though, in some cases, this could save a little time, we consider that a reorganization of a leaf topology is not worth the computational cost. If the reorganization does indeed give a small enough Steiner tree, we would reach it anyway by continuing the exploration of the branch-and-bound tree. However, if the length of the reorganization is too large and needs to be pruned, there is a high probability that its parent or one ancestor is also too large, so we could prune the whole subtree and save the time required to optimize the leaf topology. In practice, the second case occurs much more often than the first case.
In terms of implementation and space, because we use a recursive algorithm, we do not need to store any additional information to be able to "jump back" to the topology we came from. We can cut branches once their exploration is over so the theoretical maximum number of nodes in the tree at a time is 1 + 3 + 5 + · · · + (2N − 5)+number of reorganizations to reach the current leaf. In practice, reorganizations occur often enough so this number is actually almost never reached.
Algorithm 2 Enumeration scheme with topology reorganizations
Input: Set of regular points.
Step 0 l ← ∞ 1: explore(root node, 1, topvec) 2: procedure explore(parentN ode, level, topvec) continue for loop 8: build tree yielded by the topology described in topvec prune parentN ode Output: Steiner minimal tree S for the input set.
3 Pre-optimization pruning method [9] defines the error figure E of a tree as:
with S the set of Steiner points, T the set of edges and pos(x) ≡ max(x, 0). In a Steiner tree, all angles are at least 120
• so this error figure is simply the "angle deviation" from 120
• for the angles smaller than that. E is used as a convergence criterion for the optimization process: the length of a tree is optimum when E ≪Length of the tree.
However, in his program, Smith also uses this error figure in the enumeration scheme as a pre-optimization pruning method by testing
with L the length of the current (not optimized) tree and L * the length of the current minimal tree. Appendix A gives an example that shows that doing so can lead to incorrect solutions. Nevertheless, pruning the subtree generated by a topology before optimizing it is a good idea, because this will avoid the whole optimization process, a process that can be computationally expensive compared with the other operations of the algorithm. One immediate solution is to compute a lower bound for the specified tree. We choose to draw on the concept of toroidal images presented in [8] . A cherry is a pair of regular points incident to the same Steiner point. The computation of a lower bound consists of successively replacing a cherry and its Steiner point by a new temporary regular point, called an equilateral point , and joining it to the third neighbor of the deleted Steiner point until only two points remain. The distance between these two points gives a lower bound for the length of the specified Steiner tree. The equilateral point is a point forming an equilateral triangle with the two vertices of the cherry. In the plane, there are two possibilities, but the equilateral point is the one that does not lie on the same side of the cherry as the third neighbor of the Steiner point. This point has some interesting properties for a planar Steiner tree but they have no relevance to the current paper. Interested readers can easily find a number of papers on the subject, or could refer to [7] .
In higher dimensions, the set of equilateral points becomes more complicated -it is actually a N − 2 dimensional torus, hence the name of toroidal image -but we still choose the planar equilateral point of the cherry for the computation of the lower bound. Indeed, a Steiner point lies in the plane formed by its three neighbors and its position is defined by theirs. Thus, we can compute a planar equilateral point as follows:
Let d ≥ 2 be an integer. Let x i ∈ R d , i = 1, 2, 3 be three given points such that a := x 2 − x 1 and b := x 3 − x 1 are linearly independent. Hence, the set X ∈ R d defined by
is a 2-dimensional affine linear subset in R d . We wish to find e ∈ X such that the three points x 1 , x 2 , e form an equilateral triangle.
(
The equilateral point can be written as e = x 1 + ra + tb, r, t ∈ R. Hence, we need to find the coefficients r and t. The conditions implied by (1) are
Rewriting these conditions, we get
in which case
Finally, we have
There are two solutions for e. We are interested in the one that is "opposite" x 3 , that is the farthest from
The equilateral point is all we need to compute the lower bound, but note that, because a Steiner point is on the segment joining the equilateral point and x 3 , once e is determined, the Steiner point s can be obtained by s = e + t(x 3 − e).
Let c = 1 3 (x 1 + x 2 + e), because a Steiner point is located on the circumcircle of the triangle defined by a cherry and its equilateral point, we have |s − c| = |e − c|, and |e − c|
Thus, we find the coefficient
Line 9 of algorithm 2 can then be adapted to not only optimize the specified Steiner tree but to first compute a lower bound of its length and running the optimization process only if this lower bound is not longer than the candidate length actually recorded. If the lower bound is greater than the length recorded, we can immediately discard this node and its subtree. Obviously, this computation gets more time-saving as the number of nodes of a tree increases. One could argue that computing a lower bound for trees with few regular points is a waste of computing time.
Numerical results
In this section, we explore in what measure topology reorganizations can improve the performance of the algorithm proposed by Smith, modified according to section 3. The goal of this section is not to compete with the stronger algorithms [2] [4] [10] developed the last decade but to assess that topology reorganizations can and should indeed be used as part of the usual enumeration scheme to prune the branch-and-bound tree more. First, we present some results for general instances in two, three and four dimensions, although the performance on planar instances is of least importance We take a simple interaction criterion: a lower bound of the reorganization is computed and the corresponding tree is then completely optimized if the bound is satisfying. The flaw of this strong criterion is the lack of opportunity to save time on the optimization process. We focus on three things: the execution time, the number of topologies explored, and the average number of reorganizations that occur for a given number of points in a given dimension. As we explore topologies, two cases occur: the trees corresponding to topologies explored "normally" are built from scratch while the ones corresponding to reorganizations are already built. This second case does not appear in the original algorithm. Therefore we choose to indicate the number of lower bounds computed to represent the number of topologies explored. As we do not compute lower bounds before reaching the first leaf, this choice gives a little advantage to the original algorithm but we consider it negligible and report the results without taking it into account. Implementations of the algorithms were tested using randomly generated instances whose points lay in [−1, 1] d for d = 2, 3, 4. The results are presented as ratios between the version using topology reorganizations and the original algorithm; that is, a ratio of 0.8 denotes an improvement of twenty percent.
Due to the (possibly very large) difference of time required to solve two different instances with the same number of regular points, we consider benchmarking of random instances relevant if at least several dozens (or hundreds) of instances can be averaged. However, the exponential growth of the number of topologies to explored makes the computation of such results for large sets of regular points practically impossible. The first leaf we reach, that is the first tree including all N regular points, is important in the algorithm, as it becomes the first lower bound of the solution. After reaching it, we can start pruning the tree. As explained before, Smith's algorithm sorts the child topologies by length when adding to the stack, and the first tree on all regular points produced is the result of a depth first search through the tree. This first leaf, or one of the leaves having the same parent, could be of very high quality. Therefore, we want to check how the quality of this first bound to the length of the solution is impacted by the use of topology reorganizations. More precisely, rather than the very first one, we verify the quality of the bound we obtain after the first exploration of a group of sibling leaves. On 1000 3-dimensional random instances of 10 regular points, the bound is better in 729 cases using reorganizations. However, in the 271 other cases, the difference between the two bounds is on average 3.0000e−5, whereas the difference when the bound is better is on average 9.529e−2.
With the enumeration scheme of the original algorithm, we enumerate the children of a topology, optimize each of them and select the smallest one to go deeper in the branch-and-bound tree. With the Steiner tree construction method described in Section 2, we will reach the first minimum in 1 +
steps, where each step denotes moving from one topology to another. However, in many cases, two Steiner points will collide during the optimization process. Thus, using reorganizations allows to reach (better) leaves faster. The minimum number of steps is N − 3, the height of the branch-and-bound tree, but this can only be reached if a jump occurs at every step.
All these results suggest that it is always worth computing the optimization process of the original algorithm with topology reorganizations.
Twin trees
In this last section, we continue to discuss the relation between topologies. We unfortunately restrict ourselves to planar problems, but if a generalization to higher dimensions can be found, this may lead to new ways of handling topologies of Steiner trees and of discarding obviously wrong ones.
Let us consider a 2−dimensional Steiner tree with S and S ′ two Steiner points of this tree. As it was said in section 2, by reorganizing their neighborhood, it is possible to get three different topologies T 1 , T 2 , and Theorem 5.1.
S and S
′ have the same coordinates, 2. the minimal tree representing T 0 has length longer or equal to the ones representing the two other possible topologies if we reorganize the neighborhood of S and S ′ , 3. the minimal length of the neighborhood of S and S ′ in T 0 is AB + CD.
Proof. ′ , which cannot be since the tree is optimized. By the same argument on S ′ , we arrive at the conclusion that S = S ′ and the contribution of the neighborhood to the length of the optimized tree is equal to AB + CD.
2 By theorem 2.2, the optimization process shortens the length of the tree at each iteration. If S = S ′ , looking at the tree, we don't know which topology is represented, because the three of them could be. These two facts implies that if a tree is optimized and S = S ′ , the topology representing this tree is shorter than one where S = S ′ . Otherwise the length L would not be minimum for this tree. And if the two Steiner points come to the same position for one of the topology where [AB] and [CD] do not intersect, we obtain the (only one) same tree than the one represented by T 0 . So we have L T0 ≤ L Ti , i = 1, 2, 3.
That being said, we realize that we can actually have a topology where [AB] and [CD] do not intersect reorganizing to a topology where they do and which yields the same tree. This motivates us to discuss what we call twin trees, that is identical trees generated by different topologies. If a topology T yields a tree where two Steiner points collide, if the segments joining their respective neighbors do not intersect, and if it is possible to reorganize it to one where they do, this other topology yields the exact same tree. Finding this topology follows the process described in section 2.2. We just need to be careful to choose the one where [AB] and [CD] intersect if there is any (there may be none).
This leads to an interesting consideration and a possible new way of pruning the branch-and-bound tree. Every time we find a topology T that is not small enough, we cut its descendants. But now, we know that if [AB] and [CD] do not intersect for T and it is possible to reorganize T to T 0 in such a way that they do, T 0 is at least as long as T , so we can cut its descendants as well, without any computation of lower bound or optimization. We know that if T has colliding Steiner points and is a suitable candidate, so is T 0 . And reciprocally, if we explore T 0 first and it is suitable, so are its two reorganizations. This way, we can theoretically avoid optimization of many topologies by simply looking at the neighborhood of adjacent Steiner points.
Conclusion
We have presented a method to reorganize topologies and a systematic way of determining which topology a reorganization corresponds to. We also showed that when topology reorganizations are used when Steiner points come to the same position, the standard enumeration scheme is improved. This new scheme allows jumps from a node of the branch-and-bound tree to others of same depth The algorithm finds better minima faster, meaning that more topologies can be eliminated during the exploration. To correct a mistake in the original program, we found a lower bound for a specified tree by computing planar equilateral points, even in dimensions higher than two. Although better lower bounds exist, we find the toroidal image concept interesting, and believe that the planar equilateral point might be useful for higher-dimensional problems. The different parts of our algorithm are easy to combine and could be merged into more sophisticated procedures. Finally, we described the notion of twin trees. If this notion could be generalized into higher dimensions, we believe that new, strong, algorithms are at hand.
A Erroneous fathoming due to incorrect lower bound
We present an example to show that the use of the error figure of a tree as a pre-optimization pruning method may not lead to the correct answer. This example is made of 10 points in the plane and both results were computed with the same original program proposed by Smith. The details are given in table 2. We emphasize that if we exchange the positions of the first and last points in the input list, the output also changes. This should never happen, because the algorithm is independent of the order of the input points. In particular, the difference between the two minimal length is not negligible, therefore one proposed solution is obviously wrong. Running the left example with the pre-optimization pruning turned off, we obtain the solution on the right, confirming that it is indeed the reason of the error. 
